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Honour (or honor in American English; either spelling in Canadian English.) is the idea of a
bond between an individual and a society as a quality of a person that is both of social teaching
and of personal ethos, that manifests itself as a code of conduct, and has various elements such
as valor, chivalry, honesty, and Social context - Cultures of honour and - Honour as a cause of
war - Awards.Definition of honour - high respect; great esteem, the quality of knowing and
doing what is morally right, something regarded as a rare opportunity and b.honour noun
(REWARD) [ C ] a reward, prize, or title that publicly expresses admiration or respect: She
received an honour for her services to the community. He was buried with full military
honours (= with a special celebration to show respect).Honour definition is - chiefly British
spellings of honor.Synonyms: integrity, principles, morality, honesty More Synonyms of
honour. countable noun. An honour is a special award that is given to someone, usually
because they have done something good or because they are greatly respected. Most of the
high honours usually go to long-serving MPs loyal to the government.The distinction extends
to most derivatives of the word, including honored/ honoured, honoring/honouring,
honorable/honourable, and honoree/honouree.honour (countable and uncountable, plural
honours) singular simple present honours, present participle honouring, simple past and past
participle honoured).Adjective[edit]. honoured (comparative more honoured, superlative most
honoured). Respected, having received honour. quotations ?. , Plato, Sophist.Here's the deal:
you can write honor in your college paper, or honour in your university test, and in both cases
you'd be correct. But some might frown if you do it.1. Honor, honesty, integrity, sincerity refer
to the highest moral principles and the absence of deceit or fraud. Honor denotes a fine sense
of, and a strict.honour meaning, definition, what is honour: something that makes you feel
very proud: Learn more.Define honour. honour synonyms, honour pronunciation, honour
translation, English dictionary definition of honour. n. & v. Chiefly British Variant of honor.
or n 1.Define honour (noun) and get synonyms. What is honour (noun)? honour (noun)
meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.Definition of honour_1 noun in
Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences,
grammar, usage notes, synonyms.Thriller Faraz Ayub, Shubham Saraf. A story centered on a
young woman is targeted by her family for an "honour killing" and the bounty hunter who
takes the job.19 Feb - 1 min - Uploaded by Movieclips Indie Honour Official UK Trailer 1 () Paddy Considine Movie HD . After the first 10 minutes of.Honour, a word with various
meanings all of which derive ultimately from the Latin honos or honor. This Latin word
meant: (1) esteem or repute; (2) concrete.Honour-based violence takes many different forms.
Most commonly, a girl or woman is abused, disowned by her family or forced to have an
abortion.A writing tip on spelling the noun honour and its derivative honourary.The Hall of
Honour is part of the central axis of the Centre Block, joining Confederation Hall to the
Library of Parliament, and providing access to the main .The latest Tweets from Steak &
Honour (@steakandhonour). Two chefs. Two vans. Proper burgers. Restaurant now open Wheeler Street. Cambridge, England.'Honour' crime involves violence committed by those
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who aim to protect the reputation of their family or community.
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